Why can I not link to NexisUni articles?
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**Symptom**

- Member is no longer able to get to articles from NexisUni.

**Applies to**

- WorldCat knowledge base

**Resolution**

The NexisUni collection is a [discontinued knowledge base collection](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/Why_can_I_not_link_to…). NexisUni has replaced this large collection with small collections. Members will need to go into their knowledge base and select the smaller collections they have access to.

1. Deselect the NexisUni collection.
2. Find the collections you have access to from the Lexis Nexis platform.
3. [Search](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/Why_can_I_not_link_to…) for these collections in your knowledge base and select the collections you have access to.
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